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Liaison Manual
9210.1

Introduction

This manual establishes a common framework and provides tools for agency and
responsible party communicators during environmental emergencies occurring in
the Northwestern U.S. – Washington, Oregon, and Idaho. The Liaison Officer
(LOFR) is responsible for proactively fostering good communication and
cooperation within and outside of the Unified Command. This position is
essential for facilitating a close working relationship between people and
organizations, and is necessary to assist Command in establishing and
maintaining unity of purpose, command and message. The LOFR is responsible
for being the external ears of the Unified Command, listening to, documenting,
responding to and forwarding external concerns to the decision makers.
In staffing the Liaison function, these are the types of skills and abilities that are
preferable as a best practice:
 Have superlative interpersonal skills and the ability to function calmly in a
high-stress environment.
 Have previous oil response or drill experience and knowledge of spill
terminology, the Northwest Area Plan policies and tools, and local
community considerations during oil spills. .
 Be familiar with the Incident Command System.
 Be trained in risk communication, consensus building, and public
relations.
The Liaison function supports the Unified Command’s strategic goal of
implementing a rapid, aggressive and well-coordinated response. The LOFR and
the liaison staff are specifically responsible to ensure the Unified Command is the
primary source of timely and credible information for agencies, the public, their
elected officials and others.

9210.2

Liaison Officer

One of the primary incident objectives is to keep government officials, agencies,
the public and other interested parties informed during a spill incident. Liaison
staff are responsible for meeting this objective by ensuring that elected officials
and other key stakeholders are well informed of the status of the incident, the
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decisions made and the actions planned and taken by the Unified Command (see
Section 1440).
The LOFR has the following major responsibilities:
 Be a contact point for Elected Officials, tribal governments, and assisting
and cooperating Agency Representatives. Maintain a list of assisting and
cooperating agencies and Agency Representatives, including name and
contact information. Monitor check-in sheets daily to ensure that all
Agency Representatives are identified.
 Assist in establishing and coordinating interagency contacts.
 Keep elected officials, tribes, and agencies supporting the incident, aware
of the spill response and the Incident Action Plan (IAP).
 Monitor incident operations to identify current or potential interorganizational problems.
 Develop a liaison plan for UC approval.
 Brief Command on officials’ and agency issues and concerns.
 Arrange consultations with tribes as appropriate.
 Supports development of Critical Information Requests in support of the
unified command.
 Participate in planning meetings, providing limitations and capability of
assisting agency resources.
 Coordinate needs for Natural Resource Damage Assessment and
Restoration (NRDA) activities. Coordinate response resource needs for
incident investigation activities.
 Coordinate activities of visiting dignitaries.
 Determine the need for a Volunteer Coordinator.
 Ensure that all required agency forms, reports and documents are
completed prior to demobilization.
 May be given responsibility for community outreach, in coordination with
the PIO and as determined by Unified
Command.
 Have debriefing session with the IC
The goal of evaluation is
to:
prior to demobilization.
Improve current and
 Maintain Unit Log.
future dialogue and
communication efforts.

The LOFR identifies agency, elected official
and stakeholder perceptions and concerns
regarding the response. This is important
feedback that might alter the Liaison Plan in
order to better meet the needs for
communication. To do this, the LOFR must
continually evaluate the effectiveness of the
dialogue and communication with stakeholders.
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9210.2.3
Liaison and Natural Resources Damage Assessment
NRDA involves identifying the type and degree of impacts to public biological
and cultural resources in order to assist in restoring those resources. NRDA may
involve a range of field surveys and studies used to develop a monetary damage
claim, or may involve immediately developing a restoration plan with the
responsible party. NRDA activities for small spills typically involve simplified
assessment methods and minimal field data collection.
Given that the goals of NRDA are outside the sphere of most emergency spill
response actions, NRDA activities generally do not occur within the structure,
processes, and control of the Incident Command System. However, particularly
in the early phases of a spill response, many NRDA activities overlap with
environmental assessment performed for the sake of spill response. Because
NRDA is carried out by natural resource trustee agencies and/or their contractors,
personnel limitations may require staff to perform NRDA and response activities
simultaneously. Therefore, NRDA staff should remain coordinated with the spill
response organization, and need to work with the LOFR to coordinate with the
Unified Command, Environmental Unit, Wildlife Branch and the NOAA
Scientific Support Coordinator to resolve any problems or address areas of
overlap. While NRDA resource requirements and costs may fall outside the
responsibility of the Logistics and Finance sections, coordination is again
important.
9210.2.4
Liaison and Incident Investigations
Civil and criminal investigators from federal and state agencies may not be a part
of the Unified Command, except to the extent that such expertise may help
identify cause(s) of the accident that resulted in the spill and determine immediate
mitigating actions in coordination with salvage group to deal with such issues.
While investigations personnel may report to individuals that are part of the UC,
the investigators are separate, and should be clearly delineated as such so as not to
introduce potentially polarizing forces into the Unified Command where
collaboration and cooperation are key to a rapid and well-coordinated response.
Coordination with, and access to Unified Command is done through the Liaison
Officer.
9210.2.5
Liaison Coordination and the Joint Information Center
Liaison and the JIC require close coordination. The LOFR and PIO should discuss
and decide on the delineation of certain closely aligned responsibilities. This
coordination is essential because lines of jurisdiction overlap and the external
message must be accurate and consistent. It is recommended the Liaison function
be located adjacent to the JIC if possible. If not, a runner must be assigned to
ensure good coordination and that information is shared in a timely manner.
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An example of such delineation would be the following:
 LOFR is responsible for interaction with the assisting and cooperating
agencies, and any public entity, namely stakeholder groups, which have a
vested interest and will be expected to provide input into the response
process.
 PIO is responsible for interaction with the general public or community
where the objective is mainly to provide information to them.

9210.3

Liaison Organization, Positions, Strategies, and
Tactics

9210.3.1
Assistant Liaison Officer
 Assist the LOFR and provides overall direction and oversight of the
Liaison group while the LOFR is in meetings, etc.
 Coordinate communications between Liaison group and the LOFR. Holds
regular meetings with the Liaison Unit staff to keep the whole group
informed of incident status and overall Liaison tasking’s.
 Handles routine team management, assigns tasks and keeps staff and work
moving; tracks the status of all Open Action Items.
9210.3.2
Agency and Tribal Coordinator
 Contacts and communicates with Assisting and Cooperating Agencies at
the CP or other off-site locations (EOC, others).
 Establishes communications links and determines Agency concerns and
addresses them appropriately.
 Maintain a lists and contact information of assisting and cooperating
agencies.
 Identify and track developing and potential issues of concern. Report
these issues to the LOFR. Coordinates with Logistics for accessing local
resources, including volunteer opportunities.
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Develop an action plan to ensure regular communication and coordination
with appropriate stakeholders and submit draft of plan to LOFR for review
and approval.
Keeps the LOFR up-to-date and informed of who is listed and what their
roles and interests are.
Contacts and coordinates the above activities with any affected Native
American Tribes, unless a dedicated coordinator is assigned to liaise with
Tribes assisting and/or potentially affected by the incident.
Ensures that all assisting and participating agencies receive
acknowledgement and credit.
Ensures that all agency representatives receive a copy of the IAP as
appropriate.

Definitions:
 Assisting Agency – an agency that
directly contributes resources to
operations.
 Cooperating Agency – an agency that
provides assistance outside of the
 response operation, in direct
support of incident objectives.
Demobilization Brief with Agencies
The LOFR should be involved in demobilization
planning, representing the agencies with respect
to their needs and desires for removal of agency
resources from the incident. Once
demobilization procedures and priorities have
been established, the LOFR informs agencies on
the demobilization plan.

West Coast states and
British Columbia have
signed a mutual aid
agreement. The LOFR
may be asked to work
with other jurisdictions
to request assistance for
the response
A Best practice for daily
updates for Agencies –
when updating agencies
and asking for their
support of the IAP, the
meeting should occur
after the Planning
Meeting to present the
plan for the next
operation al period.

9210.3.3
Elected Officials
For incidents involving
Coordinator
international trans Notifies and maintains close
boundary issues where
communication with elected and other
separate ICPs are
officials. Coordinates closely with JIC
established, ensure
liaisons are integrated
and Agency Coordinator(s) to get
into the respective ICPS
consistent early messages out before
to optimize coordination
media releases.
between the international
 Develops an action plan to ensure regular
regimes.
communication and coordination with
appropriate elected officials and submit
draft of plan to LOFR for review and
approval.
 Leads the development of Community and VIP meetings.
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Manages VIP visits and tours at the Command Post. Identifies and tracks
developing and potential issues of concern. Reports these issues to the
LOFR who will pass them on to the UC/JIC.
Coordinates with the LOFR when arranging logistics for tours for elected
officials.
Identifies and maintain lists and contact information of elected officials
and other key stakeholders.
Keep LOFR informed if any elected official adverse feelings/relationships
challenges develop.

9210.3.4
Community Relations Coordinator
 This function may be handled within the JIC. If it is staffed within the
LNO function, close coordination with the PIO and their staff is necessary.
 Establishes Community and public meetings.
 Determines need for the following community outreach methods:
 Community bulletin boards.
 Community web sites.
 Community web calendar(s).
 Walk-in or walk-up information center.
 Recorded message information.
 Door-to-door canvassing. Provides
information to the IO and JIC Manager
Determine whether
about affected communities including
volunteers are needed –
local economic and cultural concerns,
if significant numbers
past impacts from spills or other
are needed, this function
will transition to the
disasters/emergencies, organizations that
Volunteer Unit Leader
can provide community and individual
under the Planning
support, and opinion leaders.
Section Chief, or to
 Identifies and maintains lists and contact
another structure as
directed by unified
information of communities update.
command. The State of
 Includes, schools, churches, community
Washington maintains a
centers, non-profit service organizations.
registration system for
oil spill volunteers and
 Ensure contact with affected tribes and
vessel of opportunity
tribal concerns are integrated*.
volunteers should the
 Establish contact with key business
need arise during a
response. Contact a
community leaders and local chambers of
Department of Ecology
commerce to ensure information is shared
representative to access
and economic concerns are integrated.*
this registration.
 Keeps the LOFR up-to-date and informed
Check on claims and
of who is listed and what their roles and
compensation process in
interests are.
order to communicate
this information in
stakeholder messages.
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*May want to assign a Tribal Communications Coordinator and Business
Community Relations Coordinator, depending on the complexity of the incident.
9210.3.5
Internal Communications Coordinator
 Supervises the following staff if needed:
 Liaison Documentation Assistant.
 Liaison Information & Situation Assistant.
 Liaison Communications Assistant.
 Ensures staff complete tasks.
 Update LOFR on progress on a regular schedule.
9210.3.6
Liaison Documentation Coordinator
 Responsible for maintaining Liaison paper and electronic communications
records and security; Maintains the Unit Log (ICS 214)
 Assists with the tracking documentation
 Works closely with the Documentation Unit
 Assists with documentation needs of the Liaison Information and Situation
Assistant.
9210.3.7
Liaison Information and Situation Assistant
 Develops and maintains the Liaison situation board.
 Work with the situation unit to get started.
 Updates, phone numbers, meeting schedule.
 Web sites, district maps.
 Order maps and other tools from the Logistics Section.
 Communicates directly with the JIC and others at the CP as directed by
the internal communication coordinator.
 Helps to develop documents that may be needed for local officials
briefing, VIP tours or community meetings.
 Ensures coordination on meetings.
 Identifies and establish communication links with NRDA and Incident
Investigators.
9210.3.8
Liaison Communications Assistant
 Receives calls and messages coming into the CP. Deals with them
directly or routes them appropriately.
 Works closely with Agency Coordinator, and the Elected Officials
Coordinator.
 Keeps the Internal Communications Coordinator up to date on important
communications.
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9210.3.9
Liaison IT Assistant
 Immediately provide IT support to allow for immediate external
communication.
 Establish communications between lap tops, printers etc.
 Create email account for liaison staff and external stakeholders to
exchange information
 Set up web and phone conferences for official meetings and
communication sharing
 Create email account to share information between JIC and Liaison

9210.4

Liaison Strategies and Tactics

9210.4.1
Coordinating with Local Emergency Managers and the
Local Emergency Operations Center
 May have tools for issuing emergency alerts to affected communities.
 Establish coordination quickly.
9210.4.2
Coordinating with Assisting and Cooperating Agencies
 Seek support for the IAP.
 Set for same time each day.
9210.4.3
Elected Officials Briefing
 Provides firsthand information on spill.
 ICS process update.
 Constituent issues aired.
9210.4.4
Community Meetings
 Provide information on spill details.
 Public Health issues and evacuation plans.
 Claims and compensation process.
 Volunteer opportunities
http://www.oilspills101.wa.gov/go/doc/5779/1792915/).
9210.4.5
Other Strategies and Tactics
Daily phone calls or emails for providing updates
 Consider use of “GoTo” or WEBex online meetings to maximize direct
participation and interaction with key officials and stakeholders.
Language Interpreters as needed
VIP Tours
 May be given upon request or may be scheduled as appropriate. Can
include a tour of the command post or spill site by land, water or air.
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Ensure you have someone that is professional and informed to conduct the
tours.
The UC may be needed for upper level representatives. Ensure you advise
and schedule members of the UC for their participation.

Use of Volunteers to Support a Response
Town Hall Meetings
 Ensure your account for travel time for external meetings that will involve
the Unified Command to ensure their availability at those meetings.

9210.5 Useful ICS Forms for the Liaison Group.
The following is a list of the most commonly used ICS forms for the Liaison
Group.
ICS-214 Unit Log. Maintained by the Liaison Documentation Assistant or as
directed by Liaison Officer. This form is used to capture activities the unit has
taken and staffing. It can be used as documentation for inclusion in any afteraction reports.
ICS-214a Individual Log. Maintained by each member of the Liaison Group. A
personal log of activities and major events.
ICS-213 General Message. May be used by any members of the Liaison Group.
This form is used to capture information or requests and actions taken in response
to requests. It’s also used to announce significant event to other members of the
ICS organization. Each is reviewed by the Liaison Officer or Assistant.
ICS-230 Daily Meeting Schedule. The Liaison Information, Situation Assistant
and Community Relations Coordinator are responsible for ensuring that
significant liaison related meetings are included on this form. The completed
form will be available from the Situation Unit and will track all Command Post
meetings.
ICS-231 Meeting Summary. This form is used to capture notes from external
meetings and Liaison Group meetings. Use the ICS form 233 Open Action
tracker to make assignments and track action items from meetings
ICS form 233 Open Action Tracker. This form is used to make assignment
and track action items.
ICS-211p Check In List Personnel. Made available by a Check-in/Status
Recorder of the Resources Unit in the Planning Section. Entries are to be made
by each Liaison Group member at the beginning and end of each work period.
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ICS-202 Incident Objectives. This form describes the basic incident strategy,
control objectives, command emphasis/priorities and safety consideration for the
respective Operational Period. This form includes general direction to the Liaison
Group from Command and may be useful as a presentation tool for stakeholders.
ICS-202b Critical Information Requests

9210.6

Liaison Tools

Liaison Checklist
Relief Shift Briefing Form
Form to Track Liaison Notifications
Examples of Public Health and Safety Alerts
VIP Tours tools
Elected Official Briefing Tools
Template for the Liaison Plan, approved by unified command

Change 18
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LIAISON JOB AID CHECKLIST
INITIAL ACTIONS
Organize staff and make position assignments, hold staff meeting - follow
position assignment job aid and assign team appropriate to complexity of
the incident.
Assign staffing based on needs of the response, and
qualifications/experience of the staff.
Initiate and maintain unit log and individual logs.
Establish working phone line (s) for incoming calls and an email for email
inquiries. Establish team to answer phones and answer calls as they come
in. Advertise phone number and email address with JIC/PIO and other
outreach activities.
Establish location to store phone messages, notes, responses and
documents. Ensure all phone messages are documented with a time taken
and whether response was completed. Close the loop on everything if
possible.
Establish a situation board with key information for the Liaison Unit. Be
sure to include an up to date meeting schedule at all times.
Establish rapport and coordination with JIC, PIO, etc. Collocate Liaison
and Joint Information Center if possible. Ensure a clear division of duties
between LNO and PIO for community relations.
Develop an immediate message to be broadcast to key elected and tribal
officials and agency representatives. Coordinate closely with JIC to
ensure messaging is consistent and timely provided. It is important to
inform them early even if information is very incomplete.
Verify public health impacts information with safety officer, Unified
command and local health authority and coordinate public health
information with local governments, health agencies and concerned
citizens.
Develop a “To Do” List using an Open Action Tracker (ICS-233).

AGENCY, ELECTED OFFICIAL, TRIBAL & STAKEHOLDER
OUTREACH
Monitor check-in sheets daily to ensure that all Agency Representatives in
the command post are identified.
Rapidly develop and maintain a list of elected officials, tribes,
stakeholders, NGO’s and assisting and cooperating agencies, including
name, phone and email address. Utilize spreadsheet template.
Develop email distribution lists for key groups. Typically one for elected
officials, one for tribes, one for NGO’s and stakeholders, one for agencies,
etc.
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Provide detailed messages as incident situation is clarified/verified.
Ensure you highlight corrections to any prior information passed that may
have been inaccurate or has been verified.
Set a regular daily meeting/briefing/email update schedule for elected
officials and key government agencies and tribes. When scheduling a
meeting, make sure it does not conflict with the commonly held meetings
already listed, especially if you need to have members of UC present at
your meeting.
Consider daily call in for key elected officials, community officials, tribes.
Develop templates for messages, meeting agenda announcements, etc. to
facilitate timely and complete communications.
Ensure key Agency Representatives are included whenever possible.
Prepare for the possibility of command post tour requests form VIP’s,
Elected Officials, higher up agency reps

LIAISON PLAN DEVELOPMENT AND ACTIVITIES
Develop a liaison plan using liaison plan template. Plan is to be developed
and signed off by the UC. Plan must include strategy for elected officials
and citizen outreach. This takes a great deal of planning, scheduling and
resource ordering. Establish a good team to work on this product.
Possibly employ resources from JIC/PIO and ensure all JIC/PIO activities
are coordinated.
Develop Liaison objectives that align with the UC incident objectives.
Document in the plan.
Scope for Local Elected Officials/VIP Briefings. Goal is to be ahead of
key press briefings to ensure elected officials are updated ahead of public
information. Ensure all information is documented in Liaison Plan.
Scope for public meetings to inform communities and concerned citizens
about the response. Ensure all information is documented in Liaison
Plan. Use Template.





Use templates in the NWACP for VIP/Meeting rules, messages,
etc.
Plan for Elected Official/VIP tours to keep them informed.

NRDA and INVESTIGATIONS
Ensure critical resources needs are met for Natural Resources and Damage
Control Assessment and Restoration Activities.
Ensure coordination with investigations if necessary.
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Shift Relief Briefing Form
Situation/response status highlights:

Present staffing (supervisor and subordinates):

Deliverables & schedule (include products, briefings and meetings)

HOT Items:

Prepared by:

Position:

Date and time prepared

Change 18
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Liaison Notifications
Organization/ Person Contacted
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information
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Example of Public Health Messages. Depending on the mode of delivery
(reverse 911 calls, texts, emails or voice mails), there may be limitations on
the length of the message.
In concert with the PIO and with approval of the UC, the Liaison officer should
release the following information regarding public health.
Example of initial messages:
A Unified Command consisting of the (list agencies and tribes), is responding to a
diesel spill at (location).
Our first commitment is to the safety of citizens and emergency responders. There
have been no reported injuries or impacts to wildlife. Containment efforts are
underway, with (list resources deployed). Additional response equipment is en
route. Requisite emergency responders and agencies have been notified.
The Unified Command is committed to a robust, proactive and coordinated response
and is requesting that citizens refrain from visiting the scene and avoid the area so
that crews can safely perform response activities. Some public access to the rivers
may be closed. Additional information will be forthcoming as more details are
gathered.
Please be aware that an oil spill response is underway and response workers also
face occupational hazards. Please do not approach areas where oil spill containment
and clean-up operations are occurring.
The INSERT APPLICABLE AGENCIES has established a telephone number where
residents can call with health or environmental questions, INSERT TELEPHONE
NUMBER.
(Insert name) has also established a telephone number for any claims related to the
spill which is INSERT TELEPHONE NUMBER.
Example of boating alerts:
The USCG has issued a boaters alert and is at this time recommending all boaters
vacate INSERT SPECIFIC TO GENERALIZED LOCATIONS (e.g. the Columbia River
from the I-205 Bridge downstream to Longview, Washington.)
The INSERT APPLICABLE AGENCIES (e.g. Washington/Oregon Departments of
Health and the Washington/Oregon Departments of Wildlife) are issuing an
emergency closure for recreational and commercial fishing activities on INSERT
LOCATION until further notice. This is to ensure public safety from the impacts of
oil and to ensure responders are not interfered with in their response operations.
Change 18
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Example of health and safety alerts:
Health threats arising from the oil spill on the INSERT LOCATION near INSERT CITY,
STATE may include air, water and seafood contamination.
Area residents can face health risks if they come into contact with oil on shorelines,
beaches, or other contaminated waterways. People are encourage to avoid boating
and other activities along INSERT SPECIFIC TO GENERALIZED LOCATIONS (e.g. the
river beaches from the I-205 bridge downstream.)
Example of air monitoring messages:
Responders are currently monitoring Benzene concentrations in the air during the
initial phase of the response using direct-reading meters which are capable of
measuring benzene to a detection limit of approximately 1 ppm. One ppm is the
occupational exposure limit for Benzene, above which we will be working in
respiratory protection. As of this time responders have not detected any high levels
of Benzene.
At the same time, response crews are mobilizing specialized equipment capable of
sampling the air and analyzing for benzene at low concentrations, to a level of
approximately 1 part per billion (ppb). The turnaround time to obtain results will
be in the timeframe of 24 to 48 hours.
Inhalation of oil vapors or aerosolized particles (from wind-blown waves) can cause
headaches, dizziness, nausea, vomiting, irritation of the eyes and throat and
difficulty breathing. People with asthma or other lung diseases could be more
sensitive to these effects. Direct skin contact can cause various kinds of rashes,
including generalized skin irritation.
Examples of seafood alerts:
According to the INSERT APPLICABLE AGENCIES, seafood in the marketplace has
not been affected by the spill.
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VIP/Visitor Tour Liaison Tools:
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Calling Elected Officials Script
Hello, my name is [your name],
We are responding to a spill/conducting a drill for [name of incident or drill]
today in [city], [state].
We are calling to invite you to attend a VIP Tour today at [time] at the [place].
The tour will begin at [time] with lunch.
It will be followed with a brief introduction, overview of the incident command
system and drill program.
A brief tour will give you an opportunity to see the drill in action and ask
questions.
There will also be an elected officials briefing at [time] from unified command.
Please RSVP by calling [phone number].
We are located at: [location].
Thank you.

Change 18
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VIP Tour Ground Rules:

You are given an opportunity that is not often
extended. Please respect the company’s need to work
these issues and stay within these ground rules.
Save you questions until end. We have a Q & A
period.
During the tour if you have questions please direct
them to the tour guide.
(For drills) Play is not being suspended during tour or
lunch. It is critical that players not be interrupted or
distracted from the task at hand.
If you want copies of documentation – you can get
copies at the situation board as you depart.
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Agenda for the VIP Tour Briefing

(Name of Incident)
VIP Tour
(Date)
(Location)

Agenda

11:00

Introductions (Name)

11:15

Overview of Drill Program

11:30

Situation Briefing

11:45

Drill Tour

12:15

Q&A

12:30

Adjourn / Lunch

(Federal, State, Responsible Party)

VIP Packet (as applicable):
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Drill Program Overview
Incident Command System Fact Sheet
http://www.rrt10nwac.com/Files/FactSheets/130301055838.pdf
Oil Spill Fact Sheet
Geographic Response Plans Fact Sheet
http://www.rrt10nwac.com/Files/FactSheets/130301055737.pdf
In-situ Burning Fact Sheet
http://www.rrt10nwac.com/Files/FactSheets/20020722.pdf
Dispersant Fact Sheet
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VIP Tour Checklist
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TOOLS FOR CONDUCTING
ELECTED OFFICIALS
BRIEFING
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(Name of Incident)
Initial Elected Officials Briefing
(Date)
(Location)

Agenda

2:30

Introductions (moderator)

2:40

Situation Briefing (Situation Unit Leader)

3:00

Unified Command Staff

Elected Officials Packet (as appropriate):
 Information Fact Sheet
 Situation Map
 Press release
 Incident Command System Fact Sheet
 Geographic Response Plan Fact Sheet
 Containment and Recovery of Spilled Oil
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INSERT INCIDENT NAME Liaison Plan
Summary of Incident:
Maximum Potential Estimated size of spill to water:
Approval Signatures (insert names and organizations for each):

FOSC
SOSC
LOSC
TOSC
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Goals of the Liaison Plan:
The goal of this plan is to provide a rapid, aggressive and well-coordinated response
to the spill through proactive communication of credible information. This liaison
plan is intended to work in conjunction with media outreach by public information
officers and our website staff to ensure the response effort is well coordinated with
government and elected officials, tribes, interested parties and the general public.
This plan will improve as the response evolves and feedback on our efforts is
received.
Liaison Organization and Staffing:
(describe staffing of the Liaison function)
Liaison with local EOC and Emergency Manager(s)
Assisting and Cooperating Agencies
Elected officials
Liaison with Tribes
Communities and Businesses
(describe plan to inform communities, hear and address concerns and include
efforts to address non-English speakers if applicable)
Use of Volunteers (if applicable)
Coordination with NRDA/Investigations (if applicable)
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